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Force is a vector quantity

Considering principle of superposition of forces, Fnet is the resultant
force of all forces acting at the body

F1

Our earth is stricktly
speaking not an intertial
system



Newton´s 2nd law

Mass is scalar

As acceleration is a vector, also Force is a vector

Dimension:  1 N= 1kg m/s²

Use a free-body diagram 



1D force
diagram



Ԧ𝑟 = 5.0Ԧ𝑖 − 6.0Ԧ𝑗 + 2.0𝑘

2D force vector´s diagram



Gravitational force

yAs vector

Weigth

How to measure weightNote: weigth is not mass!!



Normal Force

If ay =0



Friction is resistance to an attempt to slide

Tension is a force applied to a cord (or similar) to keep it streched

Fk = µk FN



Newton´s 3rd law

Actio equals reactio



Applying
Newton´s law







Block up a ramp



Friction force
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Drag Force and
terminal speed



What is energy ?

Energy is a scalar quantity associated with the state (or condition) of one or more objects

Energy can be transformed from one type to another and from one object to another object

It yields the Universal principle of energy conservation

Kinetic energy





Work and kinetic energy

How to find „work“

2nd Newton´s law Equ. of motion Substituting ax

Use F component along the axis of displacement



Work – kinetic
Energy theorem

W= F d cos Q



Work to kinetic energy theorem







Work by gravitational force

Raising object

Falling object

=  Wa



Elevator cap
descent



Work done at a spring





Work by a variable  force

DWj = Fj Dx

Case:





Power





Potential energy

DU = - W

Potential energy , U, is energy that can be
associated with the arrangement (configration) of
a system of objects that exert each other

Kinetic energy is
transfered by
gravitation force
to gravitational
potenial energy

Change of (gravitational) potential energy DU, is
defined as negative work, W,  done by the object
against gravitational force

Kinetic energy transfered into
elastic potential energy

Elastic potential energy transfered
into kinetic energy



Conservative force





Determination potential energy values

Gravitational potential energy

Elastic potential energy

U=mgh



Gravitational potential energy



Conservative mechanical enery

K1 + U1 = K2 + U2

Due to energy conservation :

h

U=mgh

K= 1/2 mv²



Reading Potential 
energy curves

K(J)
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Energy necessary to
escape

Ktot = U(x) + K(x)

U(x) F(x)

Ktot



Potential energy landscape Periodic potential for electrons in a solid

bonding state

free state

Energy
necessary to
liberate



W =







Linear momentum - Impulse



Conservation of linear momentum





Inelastic collision





Elastic collision

Initially :
One particle at rest

Initially :
both particles move







Collision in 2D

X-axis

Y-axis

Conservation of momentum

Conservation of energy


